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Whether you want to scale the heights of Mount Kilimanjaro, enjoy spectacular game viewing on

safari, or simply lie on a beautiful beach, you can do it all in Tanzania and Zanzibar. This book has

been fully overhauled by an expert Africa author and is packed with stunning new pictures bringing

this breathtaking country and its people to life. It gives you more background on the countryâ€™s

fascinating history and culture than any other guide.Â From the vibrant capital of Dar es Salaam to

the plains of the Serengeti, all the country's top destinations are covered. You'll get the lowdown on

unmissable Tanzania experiences like coral diving off the coast of Pemba and chimpanzee tracking

in the Mahale Mountains, and thereâ€™s fully illustrated gazetteer detailing Tanzaniaâ€™s fabulous

wildlife. Maps throughout will help you get around and travel tips give you all the essential

information.
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Insight Guides wherever possible uses local experts who provide insider know-how and share their

love and knowledge of the destination.

This was a bit more history vs actual suggestions. Glad I read it though. Does give lists of

accommodations, but doesn't really make suggestions or opinions on what is better.

I had this on the tablet while on safari in the Serengeti; it was perfect for distinguishing one antelope

from another!



Great book. Cant beat the Insight Guides for travel guides. They always deliver

Very informitive for traveling there. I will be sure to check out "Insight Guides" for other destinations

before i plan my next trip.

A nice history lesson

Bought after my trip to Tanzania / Zanzibar and very handy

Great info for our upcoming trip to the Tanzania and Zanzibar Africa.

Fast delivery, perfect, thx
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